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1. Introduction
1.1. 6th Hilbert Problem. The Boltzmann equation was introduced by Maxwell (1867, [30]) and
Boltzmann (1872, [5]) in order to describe the evolution of a rarefied gas in which particles uniquely
interact through binary collisions. That equation governs the time evolution of the statistical
distribution f (t, x, v) ≥ 0 of positions and velocities of particles of the gas. The Boltzmann
equation, together with the Vlasov equation for collisionless gas, is the most fundamental model
in classical kinetic theory of gases.
In 1900 during the conference of the International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris, D. Hilbert
invited us in his 6th problem to develop an axiomatic approach of physics, and in particular of the
just beginning kinetic theory of gases, in the following words:
“The investigations on the foundations of geometry suggest the problem: To treat in the same
manner, by means of axioms, those physical sciences in which mathematics plays an important
part; in the first rank are the theory of probabilities and mechanics. As to the axioms of the theory
of probabilities, it seems to me desirable that their logical investigation should be accompanied by a
1
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rigorous and satisfactory development of the method of mean values in mathematical physics, and
in particular in the kinetic theory of gases”.
In other words, for the Boltzmann equation Hilbert’s question is the following: is-it possible to
obtain the Boltzmann equation at the statistical level of description from a microscopic description
of the gas dynamic, namely from the dynamics of molecules governed by the Newton’s law of
motions?
The “Boltzmann-Grad limit” which explain how to get the Boltzmann equation from such a
microscopic description was identified by Grad (1958, [19]) (thanks to the BBGKY method) and
mathematically rigorously proved by Lanford (1975, [27]) on a very small time interval (smaller that
the necessary waiting time before half of all the particles collide once). Of course the “BoltzmannGrad limit” is very interesting and very difficult to justify, in particular because it requires to
understand how to get an irreversible equation (the Boltzmann equation) from a reversible equation
(the Newton’s law of motions), and very few results are known on that major problem up to now.
We refer to [2] and the references therein for updated results on that direction.
1.2. Kac’s approach. In order to circumvent the above difficulties, M. Kac (1956, [25]) suggested
to derive the space homogeneous Boltzmann equation as the limit as the number of particles N
goes to infinity of a system of N indistinguishable particles which velocities are modified through
stochastic collisions.
The underlying limit procedure is a mean field limit in the sense that each particle interacts
with all the other particles with an intensity of order O(1/N ). That limit is different from the
“Boltzmann-Grad limit”.
Although that problem is clearly simpler than the justification of the Boltzmann-Grad limit, it is
still an interesting and difficult mathematical problem. It furthermore shares with the “BoltzmannGrad limit” the same mathematical difficulty to work with a family of functional spaces with
increasing dimension and the necessity to rigorously define the mathematical notion of asymptotic
stochastic independence (Kac’s chaos) and thus to clarify the notion of molecular chaos on which
Boltzmann’s work is based.
1.3. N -particle system. The approach by Kac was generalized by McKean (1967, [32]), and
then many other people. Generally and roughly speaking, the approach is as follows. Consider
a system of N indistinguishable particles, each particle being identified by its state (position,
velocity) Z N = (Z1 , ..., ZN ), Zi ∈ E, E = Rd , which evolves accordingly to one of the following
equations
N
1 X
a(Zi − Zj ) dt
(ODE),
dZi =
N j=1
dZi =

dZ =

N
√
1 X
a(Zi − Zj ) dt + 2νdBi
N j=1

N Z
1 X
(Z ′ − Z) b̃ij dN (dσ, i, j)
N i,j=1 S d−1 ij

(Brownian SDE),

(Boltzmann-Kac/Poisson SDE).

Here a is an interaction force field, (Bi ) is a family of independent Brownian motions, N is a
′
Poisson measure, Zij
= (Z1 , ..., Zi′ , ..., Zj′ , ..., ZN ) is the system of post-collision velocities after the
collision of the velocities pair (Zi , Zj ), b̃ij := b̃(zi − zj , σ) is the collision cross-section. We do not
explain more the notations in that first introduction and we will make more precise the definition
of the Boltzmann-Kac system in section 2.2 below.
The law GN (t) := L(Z N ) of Z N then satisfies the Master equation (Liouville equation in the
deterministic case, backward Kolmogorov equation in the stochastic case)
∂t hGN , ϕi = hGN , ΛN ϕi

where the generator ΛN writes

∀ ϕ ∈ Cb (E N ),
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(ΛN ϕ)(Z) :=

(ΛN ϕ)(Z) :=
1
(Λ ϕ)(Z) =
N

(ODE),

N
N
X
1 X
∆i ϕ
a(zi − zj ) · ∇i ϕ + ν
N i,j=1
i=1

N
X

N

N
1 X
a(zi − zj ) · ∇i ϕ
N i,j=1

1≤i<j≤N

Z

Sd−1



′
ϕ(Zij
) − ϕ(Z) b̃ij dσ
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(SDE),

(Boltzmann-Kac).

1.4. Nonlinear PDE limit. The question we are interested in is whether we can identify the
possible limit as N tends to ∞ of the law L(Z1N ) of one typical particle. More precisely, we aim
to prove that L(Z1N ) → f = f (t, dz) as N → ∞ where f ∈ C([0, ∞); P (E)) is the unique solution
to the evolution PDE
∂t f = divz [(a ∗ f )f ]
(Vlasov),
∂t f =

Z

∂t f = divz [(a ∗ f )f ] + ν∆f

Rd ×S d−1

(McKean-Vlasov),

[f (z ′ )f (v ′ ) − f (z)f (v)] b dzdσ

(homogeneous Boltzmann),

depending of the dynamic governing the N -particle system.
It is not difficult to figure out (at least formally) why the above PDEs are the correct ones.
Indeed, assuming that
L(Z1N ) → f = f (t, dz),

L(Z1N , Z2N ) → g = g(t, dz, dv),

we may easily pass to the limit in the expression hΛN , ϕi for a given fixed function ϕ(Z) = ϕ(z1 ),
ϕ ∈ Cb2 (E). Coming back to the Master equation, we get
hZ
i
∂t f = divz
a(z − v)g(dz, dv)
(Vlasov),
hZ

i
∂t f = divz
a(z − v)g(dz, dv) + ν∆f f
(McKean-Vlasov),
Z
[g(z ′ , v ′ ) − g(z, v)] b̃ dzdσ (homogeneous Boltzmann).
∂t f =
Rd ×S d−1

We immediately obtain the Vlasov equation, the McKean-Vlasov equation and the Boltzmann if
we make the additional (molecular chaos) independence assumption g(v, z) = f (v) f (z).
The above picture is not that easy because for N fixed particles the states Z1 (t), ..., ZN (t) are
never independent for positive time t > 0 even if the initial states Z1 (0), ..., ZN (0) are assumed
to be independent : that is an inherent consequence of the fact that particles do interact!
However, the nonlinear PDE can be obtained as a “law of large numbers” for a not independent
array of variables in the mean-field limit. That is more demanding than an usual law of large
numbers for independent and identically distributed sequence of variables. In order to justify that
limit, we have to prove the propagation of chaos in the sense that
L(Z1N (0), Z2N (0)) → f0 ⊗ f0

=⇒

L(Z1N (t), Z2N (t)) → ft ⊗ ft ,

where ft is the solution to the associated nonlinear PDE (formal mean-field limit). The above
convergence can be proved for all the above mentioned type of model but it always requires to
investigate more that the sole law L(Z1N ) of a typical particle. Roughly speaking it requires to
study the evolution of a least the law L(Z1N , Z2N ) of a typical pair of particles (that was the
quantity considered by M. Kac in the seminal article [25]) or more generally to study the laws
L(Z1N , ..., ZjN ) as N → ∞ for any fixed j ≥ 1 (BBGKY method) or really all the particles (as in
the coupling method or the empirical measures method).
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1.5. Definition of Kac’s chaos. For a infinite system (Zi )i≥1 of particles the (molecular) Boltzmann’s chaos means that
L(Zi , Zj ) = f ⊗ f, ∀ i 6= j.

That is the stochastic independence (for a sequence of stochastic variables).
N
For a sequence Z N = (Z1N , ..., ZN
) of N -indistinguishable particle systems with N → ∞, the
stochastic chaos according to Kac means that
L(ZiN , ZjN ) → f ⊗ f

as N → ∞,

∀ i 6= j fixed.

That is a kind of asymptotic stochastic independence (of the coordinates of a sequence of stochastic
arrays).
2. Kac’s program
2.1. Contributions by Kac and Kac’s program. In [25], Kac considers a toy model: a 1d
caricature of the nonlinear Boltzmann equation which is called after him as “the Kac’s model” and
the associated “Kac’s N -particle system”. He defines the mathematical notion of stochastic chaos
(for a sequence of stochastic arrays). He proves the propagation of chaos for “the Kac model” and
therefore, for the very first time, he obtain a statistical description of a gas (the ”Kac’s equation”)
by passing to the limit in a miscropic description of that same gas (by mean of the a “Kac’s
N -particle system”). He also shows that the N -particle dynamic preserves the (so-called) Kac’s
sphere
KSS N := {V ∈ RN ; |v1 |2 + ... + |vN |2 = N },

and that, for any fixed N ≥ 2, the N -particle system converges in the long time asymptotic to its
equilibrium / invariant measure, namely
N
N
N
GN
= the uniform measure on KSS N .
t = L(V1t , ..., VN t ) −→ γ
t→∞

Kac also formulates (in a more or less explicitly manner) a series of questions that we list below
and that we refer as the “Kac’s program”:
Problem 1. Prove the propagation of chaos for some/any “realistic” models;
Problem 2. Prove the long time convergence of the N -particle system to its equilibrium as t → ∞
with a speed which is uniform with respect to the number N of particles;
Problem 3. Establish the H-Theorem of Boltzmann for the nonlinear Boltzmann equation directly
from the microscopic description of the gas. That last problem seems to be the initial motivation
of Kac.
2.2. The Boltzmann-Kac system and the Boltzmann equation. Another way to describe
the Boltzmann-Kac system from a stochastic trajectories point of view is the following. We consider
a system of N particles V N = (V1 , ..., VN ), Vi ∈ E = R3 , which changes because of stochastic
(collisional) jumps, i.e. (VtN )t≥0 is the Markov process defined (by repeating the process) by :
(i) for any (Vi∗ , Vj ∗ ) one draws a collision time Ti∗ ,j ∗ ∼ Exp(B(|Vi∗ − Vj ∗ |)); and one chooses
the (pre-collisional) couple of velocities (Vi , Vj ) such that
Ti,j = min
Ti∗ ,j ∗ .
∗ ∗
(i ,j )

(ii) one draws an angle σ ∈ S 2 according to the law b(cos θ), cos θ = σ · uij , uij = (Vi − Vj )/|Vi −
Vj |, and one then defines the post-collisional velocities (Vi′ , Vj′ ) by
Vi + Vj
|Vj − Vi |
Vi + Vj
|Vj − Vi |
+
σ,
Vj′ =
−
σ.
2
2
2
2
Doing that, the momentum and the (kinetic) energy are conserved during the binary collision
Vi′ =

Vi′ + Vj′ = Vi + Vj ,

|Vi′ |2 + |Vj′ |2 = |Vi |2 + |Vj |2 ,
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and therefore also the mean momentum and the mean energy for the system are conserved
X
X
|Vi (t)|2 = cst.
Vi (t) = cst,
i

i

After a change of time scaling, the law
the backward Kolmogorov equation
(2.1)

GN
t

∂t hGN , ϕi = hGN , ΛN ϕi

∈ P(E N ) of the N -particle system (VtN )t≥0 satisfies
∀ ϕ ∈ Cb (E N ),

GN (0) = GN
0 ,

where the generator is still given by
(ΛN ϕ)(V ) =

Z
N
1 X
b(cos θij ) [ϕ′ij − ϕ] dσ.
B(vi − vj )
N i,j=1
2
S

Here we use the shorthand ϕ = ϕ(V ), ϕ′ij = ϕ(Vij′ ), Vij′ = (v1 , .., vi′ , .., vj′ , .., vN ).
In the sequel we only consider the three following classical examples of collisions cross section
b̃ = B b:
• Maxwell interaction with Grad’s cutoff (MG): B = 1, b = 1;
• True Maxwell interaction (M): B = 1, b ∈
/ L1 ;
• Hard spheres interaction (HS): B(z) = |z|, b = 1.
The associated nonlinear space homogeneous Boltzmann equation is defined on P2 (R3 ), the
space of probability measures with finite second moment, by
(2.2)

∂t f = Q(f ),

where
hQ(f ), ϕi :=
and as before

Z

R6 ×S 2

f (0) = f0

B(v − v∗ ) b(cos θ) (φ(v ′ ) − φ(v)) dσ f (dv) f (dv∗ ),

v + v∗
|v − v∗ |
+
σ.
2
2
The Boltzmann equation generates a nonlinear semigroup
v′ =

∀ f0 ∈ P2 (R3 )

(2.3)

StN L f0 := ft .

2.3. Problem 1. Known results on the propagation of chaos for the Boltzmann-Kac
system. We define the Boltzmann’s spheres on E := R3 by
BSS N := {V ∈ E N ; v1 + ... + vN = 0, |v1 |2 + ... + |vN |2 = N }.
N
N
N
Theorem 2.1. Consider GN
in
0 ∈ Psym (E ), with the additional assumption supp G0 ⊂ BSS
N
the HS case, and G (t) the solution to the Boltzmann-Kac system (2.1). Consider f0 ∈ P(E)
and f (t) the corresponding solution to the Boltzmann equation (2.2).
N
(a) If GN
0 is f0 -chaotic, then G (t) is f (t)-chaotic.
⊗N
(b) Better, for the MG case and if GN
, then
0 = f0
⊗j
sup W1 (GN
j (t), f (t) ) ≤

t∈[0,T ]

Cj,T
N

for any fixed j ≥ 1.

j
N
In the above statement, we define the j-th marginal GN
by
j ∈ P(E ), 1 ≤ j ≤ N , of G
Z
GN dzj+1 ...dzN .
(2.4)
GN
j =
E N −j

j

Moreover, for F, G ∈ P(E ) we define by W1 (F, G) the (renormalized) Monge-Kantorovich-Wassertstein
(MKW) distance
Z
j

1 X
|xi − xj | ∧ 1 π(dX, dY ),
(2.5)
W1 (F, G) := inf
π∈Π(F,G) E j ×E j j
i=1
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where Π(F, G) stands for the set of probabilty measures on E j × E j with given first marginal F
and second marginal G.
It is worth emphasizing again that proving the propagation of chaos result as formulated in
Theorem 2.1 imply that we are able to identify the large number of particles limit (law of large
numbers in the mean field limit) of the system of particles, or in other words, we have derived the
(space homogeneous) Boltzmann equation from a microscopic description (of the physical system).
For the MG model, the propagation of chaos (without rate and next with rate) has been proved
by Kac [25], McKean [32, 31], Grunbaum [21], Tanaka [40], Graham, Méléard [20] using (except in
[21]) some tree arguments (Wild sum, stochastic tree). These kind of arguments are very specific
to the MG model.
For the HS model, the propagation of chaos result (without rate) has been proved by Sznitman
(1984, [37]) using a nonlinear Martingale approach, some compactness of the system and uniqueness
of the limit arguments. An alternative proof is suggested in Arkeryd et al (1991, [1]) following a
“BBGKY hierarchy” approach.
For the HS model again, in order to be able to apply the first part of Theorem 2.1, we have to
build a sequence of initial data GN
0 which satisfies both properties
supp F0N ⊂ KSS N (or BSS N ) and F0N is f0 -chaotic.

A first answer to that issue is the following.

Theorem 2.2 (Kac [25]; Carlen et al. [8]). Consider f0 ∈ L14 (E) ∩ Lp (E), p > 1, E = R. There
exists F0N ∈ P(E N ) such that
(a) supp F0N ⊂ KSS N ;
(b) F0N is f0 -chaotic;
(c) F0N is f0 -entropy chaotic.
Here, we say that a sequence (GN ) of Psym (E N ) is f -entropy chaotic if
(2.6)
where

(GN ) is f -(Kac’s) chaotic and H(GN |γ N ) → H(f |γ),

Z
1
dGN
GN log N ,
N KSS N
dγ
and γ is the normalized gaussian function.
H(GN |γ N ) :=

H(g|γ) :=

Z

g
g log ,
γ
E

2.4. Problem 2: Known results on the convergence to the equilibrium uniformly with
respect to the number of particles. Kac believed that one can obtain a rate of convergence
in the large time asymptotic for the nonlinear Boltzmann equation from the same result for the
linear Boltzmann-Kac system in large increasing dimension. This has motivated beautiful works
on the “Kac spectral gap problem”, i.e. the study of this relaxation rate in a L2 setting, for the
Kac’s N -particle system first [25, 24, 29, 9, 7] and next for the Boltzmann-Kac system [9, 11].
Theorem 2.3. For both M and HS models, there exists δ > 0 such that for any N ≥ 1
∆N := inf{ − hh, ΛN hiL2 , hh, 1iL2 = 0, khk2L2 = 1} ≥ δ,

where h·, ·iL2 and k · kL2 stand for the scalar product and the norm of L2 (BSS N ; dγ N ).
N
That spectral gap estimate implies that for any GN
∈ Psym (E N ), h0 ∈ L2 , the as0 = h0 γ
N
sociated solution G to the Boltzmann-Kac system (2.1) can be written as GN = h(t) γ N and
satisfies
(2.7)

khN (t) − 1kL2 ≤ e−δ t khN
0 − 1kL2 .

Some few remarks are in order.
N N
(a) Theorem 2.3 does not answer Problem 2 because if GN
is f0 -chaotic then khN
0 = h0 γ
0 −
N
1kL2 ≥ A , with A > 1, and we have to wait a time proportional to N in order that (2.7) implies
any convergence to the equilibrium.
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(b) The entropy fits better for a N → ∞ asymptotic. However in that case, the “spectral” gap
∆′N := inf{ − h(log dG/dγ N )/N, ΛN Gi/H(G|γ N )},

satisfies ∆′N ≥ 1/N (Villani [43]) and lim sup ∆′N = 0 (Carlen et al [9]), and that cannot answer
Problem 2 either.
(c) On the other hand, the exponential rate of convergence to the equilibrium of the solutions
to the nonlinear Boltzmann equation has been established by a direct PDE approach :
(2.8)

f0 ∈ P2 (E)

D(f (t), γ) ≤ Cf0 e−λ t

for an appropriate distance D on P(E) and where γ is the Gaussian function associated to the
initial datum f0 . There is a so huge number of works on that topics that we cannot quote all of
them. Let us just say that the story began with the work by T. Carleman (1933, [6]) and we refer
to [28] and the references therein for the HS model and to [10] and the references therein for the
M model.

3. A reverse answer to Kac’s program
3.1. Our contributions to Kac’s program. We give some possible answers to the three problems formulated by Kac.
• In collaboration with C. Mouhot and B. Wennberg in [34] we develop a new quantified method
for proving propagation of chaos inspired from Grunbaum’s work [21]. We illustrate our approach
on several N -particle system including the Vlasov, the McKean-Vlasov and the Boltzmann models
under mild assumptions on the coefficients.
• In collaboration with M. Hauray in [23], and in a next work [13] by K. Carrapatoso, we revisit
the notion of chaos by Kac on a flat space E N and we establish some links with the notion of
entropic chaos and Fisher chaos (that we introduce). We then give several extensions to the Kac’s
spheres KSS N framework, to the Boltzmann’s spheres BSS N framework and to the De Finetti,
Hewitt & Savage’s mixture (without chaos) framework.
• In collaboration with C. Mouhot in [33], we establish a quantitative propagation of chaos
estimate for the realistic Boltzamnn-Kac system associated to hard spheres interactions and to
true Maxwell molecules interactions, and then we make significant progress in the answer to Kac’s
problem 1, since we improve Sznitman’s result [37] on the propagation of chaos for the hard
spheres models (without quantitative estimate) as well as the many works (Kac [25], McKean [32],
Grunbaum [21], Tanaka [40], Graham and Méléard [20], Fournier and Méléard [15, 16], Kolokoltsov
[26], Peyre [36]) which deal with the Maxwell molecules model with Grad cutoff.
⊲ Our estimate is uniform in time and that make possible to answer Problem 2 by Kac on
the convergence to equilibrium with uniform rate with respect to the number of particles but in
the reverse sense that which Kac imagined. Indeed, the later long time convergence is deduced
from the uniform in time propagation of chaos estimate together with the known results about
the (not uniform in N ) convergence to the uniform density γN (Theorem 2.3) and the known
result about convergence to the (Maxwellian) equilibrium for the nonlinear Boltzmann equation
(estimate (2.8)).
⊲ We prove the entropic chaos of the Boltzmann-Kac system and that is the first derivation of
the H-Theorem for the Boltzmann equation starting from a microscopic description of the system,
providing a possible answer to Problem 3 by Kac.
Our approach developed in [34, 33] gives an alternative method to the classical coupling method
initiate by A. Sznitman [38]. For that later, we refer to the work [4] and the reference therein for
recent development of coupling method for the McKean-Vlasov model, as well as to the work in
collaboration with N. Fournier [17] and the references therein for the application of the coupling
method to a Kac-Boltzmann related (but simpler) collisional system. It is worth mentioning that
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the estimates obtained in [17] are more accurate (in the number of particles) than those obtained
thanks to the method developed in [34, 33], but they are however local in time.
In the next section we give a more detailed statement of our results.
3.2. Propagation of chaos for the Boltzmann-Kac system.
Theorem 3.1 (M case, [33]). For any f0 ∈ P(E), which satisfies additional smoothness conditions,
there exists a sequence GN
0 of f0 -chaotic initial data such that
sup W1 (GN (t), f (t)⊗N ) ≤

∀N ≥ 1

t≥0

C
,
N•

for some positive (small!) exponent • > 0, and
sup I(GN (t)|γ N ) ≤ C,

∀N ≥ 1

(3.1)

t≥0

where the functional I stands for the relative Fisher information (see below).
Our result is mainly based on :
− an appropriate differential calculus in the probability measures space P(E);

− some accurate stability estimates on the nonlinear Boltzmann equation in P(E);

− the equivalence of different ways to measure the chaos;

− a functional law of large number estimate on the initial chaos.
We deduce then from Theorem 3.1 that


Cj
⊗j
∀N ≥ 1
sup |H(GN (t)|γ N ) − H(f (t)|γ)| + kGN
kL1 ≤ • ,
j (t) − f
N
t≥0
(3.2)

∀t > 0

 C

j
⊗j
1
≤ •.
sup W1 (GN (t), γ N ) + H(GN (t)|γ N ) + kGN
(t)
−
γ
k
L
j
t
N ≥1

Again, these estimates give an answer to the three problems of Kac’s program.
For the Hard spheres model we have the following (weaker) variant:
Theorem 3.2 (HS case, [33]). For any f0 ∈ P(E), which satisfies additional smoothness conditions, there exists a sequence GN
0 of f0 -chaotic initial data such that
∀N ≥ 2

sup W1 (GN (t), f (t)⊗N ) ≤
t≥0

C
(log N )•

for some positive exponent • > 0, and H(GN (t)|γ N ) → H(f (t)|γ) for any t ≥ 0 (non uniformly in
time).
We also deduce
(3.3)

∀t ≥ 2

sup W1 (GN (t), γ N ) ≤

N ≥1

C
.
(log t)•
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4. Uniformly in time chaos estimate
4.1. Weak uniform in time quantitative chaos propagation. We give the cornerstone estimate of the quantitative propagation of chaos method developed in [34, 33] for which we present
next a sketch of the proof.
Theorem 4.1 (HS & M, [33]). Under the assumptions and notations of Theorems 3.1 & 3.2,
there holds for any ε > 0 and for some suitable modulus of continuity Θ
⊗2
sup kGN
kF ′ ≤
2 −f

∀N ≥ 1

t≥0

Cε
N
+ Θ(hGN
0 , W1 (µV , f0 )i)
N 1−ε

in a weak dual norm k · kF ′ , with F a space of smooth functions ⊂ U Cb (E 2 ).
N
The difficulty here is to compare the two solutions GN
t on P(E ) and ft on P(E) which do not
belong to the same functional space. The idea is to compare the dynamics associated to (2.1) and
to (2.2) (and not only the two solutions GN
t and ft ) both in the same space Cb (P (E)) through
some relevant “projections”:

• we project the N -particle dynamics thanks to the empirical measures map E N → P (E),
N
1 X
N
δv (dz).
V 7→ µN
V , with µV (dz) :=
N i=1 i
• we project the mean-field dynamics by pullback.

Similar ideas have been used by Grunbaum in [21] (which is a main source of inspiration) and
by Kolokoltsov in [26] (independently).
4.2. Sketch of the proof : splitting and estimate the three terms separately. We split
⊗N
GN
, ϕ ⊗ 1⊗N −k
t − ft

=

⊗N −k
GN
− Rϕ (µN
t ,ϕ ⊗ 1
V )

+
+

(= T1 )

N
N
NL N
GN
µV )
t , Rϕ (µV ) − G0 , Rϕ (St
⊗k
N
NL N
(=
G0 , Rϕ (St µV ) − ft , ϕ

(= T2 )
T3 ),

where Rϕ is the “polynomial function” on P(R3 ) defined by
Z
ϕ ρ(dv1 ) ... ρ(dvk )
Rϕ (ρ) =
Ek

and we recall that StN L is the nonlinear semigroup defined by (2.3).
4.3. The term T2 . We rewrite the term T2 as
T2

:=
=

N
N
NL N
GN
µV )
t , Rϕ (µV ) − G0 , Rϕ (St

N
N
∞
N
GN
0 , Tt (Rϕ ◦ µV ) − (Tt Rϕ )(µV ) ,

with
N
• TtN = the dual semigroup (acting on Cb (E N )) of the N-particle flow GN
0 7→ Gt ,
∞
• Tt = the pushforward semigroup (acting on Cb (P(E))) of the nonlinear semigroup StN L
defined by (T ∞ Φ)(ρ) := Φ(StN L ρ).

Introducing
• πN = the projection from Cb (P(E)) onto Cb (E N ) defined by (πN Φ)(V ) = Φ(µN
V ) for any
N
Φ ∈ Cb (P(E)) and V ∈ E ,

we may rewrite T2 as the difference of the two dynamics in Cb (P (E)) in the following way
T2

=

N
∞
GN
0 , (Tt πN − πN Tt ) Rϕ .
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Thanks then to Trotter-Kato formula, we have
*
Z
T2

GN
0 ,

=

Z

=

0

with Φ := Rϕ .

TD

T

0

N
Tt−s

N

(Λ πN − πN Λ

∞

) Ts∞ ds Rϕ

∞
N
∞
GN
t−s , (Λ πN − πN Λ ) Ts Φ
{z
} | {z }
| {z } |
consistency

moment

stability

E

+

ds,

In order to get a bound on T2 , we have to verify the four following assertions:
• (A1) GN
t has enough polynomial bounded moments.
• (A2) Λ∞ Φ(ρ) = hQ(ρ), DΦ(ρ)i.
• Consistency result (A3): the difference of generator applied on ”smooth” functions is of
order 1/N in the sense
N
(ΛN πN Φ)(V ) = hQ(µN
V ), DΦ(µV )i + O([Φ]C 1,η /N ).

Here a “smooth” function Φ means that we can perform an expansion of Φ up to order
1 + η in each point of P(E) seen as an embedded manifold of F ′ (that is a much simpler
notion than the “differential calculus” developed in the “gradient flow theory”).
• Last, we have to check that Φs := Ts∞ Φ remains a “smooth” function, and that is a
consequence of the stability result (A4): StN L ∈ C 1,η (P(E); P(E)).

Among these assertions (A1)-(A4), the probably newer and more technical one is the last one
that we state now (in the HS case).
Theorem 4.2 ([33]). For any f0 , g0 ∈ P (E) with energy 1 and mean velocity 0, there holds
kft − gt − ht kL1 ≤ C Mk (f0 + g0 ) e−λ t kf0 − g0 k1+η
L1 ,

∀t ≥ 0

where ht := solution to the linearized Boltzmann equation around ft and k > 2.
Theorem 4.2 is nothing but a refinement version of uniqueness and moments estimates obtained
by many authors, among who one can quote: Povzner, Arkeryd, Elmroth, Desvillettes, Carlen,
Carvalho, Toscani, Gabetta, Villani, Lu, Wennberg, M., Mouhot.
In a simple case (which corresponds to what one can do locally in time for the MG model), we
then may bound T2 in the following way:
T2

≤
≤

Z

Z

T

C ∞
[T Rϕ ]C 1,η ds
N s

0

C
N

≤

C
N

≤

N
∞
∞
M0 (GN
t−s ) k(Λ πN − πN Λ ) (Ts Rϕ )kL∞ (E N ) ds

0

≤

≤

T

Z

T

0

Z

0

T

(using (A1), (A2), (A3))

[Rϕ ◦ StN L ]C 1,η ds
[Rϕ ]C 1,1 [StN L ]C 1,η ds

C 2
k kϕkW 2,∞
N
C 2
k kϕkW 2,∞
N

Z

0

T

[StN L ]C 1,η ds
(using (A4)).
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4.4. Estimate of T1 . Thanks to a combinatory trick which is due to Grunbaum [21], we find
D
E
⊗(N −k)
GN
(V ) − Rϕ (µN
|T1 | =
t ,ϕ⊗ 1
V )


N
N
^
⊗(N
−k)
=
Gt , ϕ ⊗ 1
(V ) − Rϕ (µV )


2
N 2k
≤
Gt ,
kϕkL∞ (E k )
N
2 k2
=
kϕkL∞ (E k ) ,
N
where we use that GN is symmetric and a probability and we introduce the symmetrization function
associated to ϕ ⊗ 1⊗(N −k) by
1 X
ϕ ⊗ 1⊗(N −k) (Vσ ).
ϕ ⊗^
1⊗(N −k) (V ) =
♯SN
σ∈SN

4.5. Estimate of T3 . We claim that the nonlinear flow StN L is Θ-Holder continuous in the sense
that
(A5)

W1 (ft , gt ) ≤ Θ(W1 (f0 , g0 )) ∀ f0 , g0 ∈ Pexp (E)

for Θ(u) = u (M model) and Θ(u) = | log |u| ∧ 1|−1 (HS model). Such an estimate has been
proved by Tanaka [39] and Toscani-Villani [41] in the case M and it is mainly a consequence of
Fournier-Mouhot [18] in the case of HS. As a consequence, and similarly as for the empirical
measures method, we find
|T3 | =

=

NL N
GN
µV ) − (StN L f0 )⊗k , ϕ
0 , Rϕ (St
NL N
GN
µV ) − Rϕ (StN L f0 )
0 , Rϕ (St

NL N
≤ [Rϕ ]C 0,1 GN
µV , StN L f0 )
0 , W1 (St

where

N
≤ k k∇ϕkL∞ (E k ) GN
0 , Θ(W1 (µV , f0 ))

N
≤ k k∇ϕkL∞ (E) Θ GN
0 , W1 (µV , f0 )

[Rϕ ]C 0,1 :=

sup
W1 (ρ,η)≤1

|Rϕ (η) − Rϕ (ρ)| = k k∇ϕkL∞ .

5. Kac’s chaos and related problems
We present in this section several results obtained in [33, 23, 13] about Kac’s chaos. They will
be useful in order to deduce Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 from Theorem 4.1.
More precisely, for the flat spaces E N , we establish
- the equivalence between the several ways to measure Kac’s chaos;
- some links between Kac’s chaos and stronger definitions of chaos (in the sense of entropy and
Fisher information);
- some rate of convergence in the functional law of large numbers.
Next, we generalize all these results to the Kac’s spheres and Boltzmann’s spheres framework.
It is worth emphasizing that these results can also been adapted to a situation without chaos,
that is for a sequence of P(E N ) which converges to some mixture measure in the sense of De
Finetti, Hewitt and Savage. However, we will not need that extensions in the present context, and
we refer the interested reader to [23] as well as to [14] for an application of that tools.
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5.1. Several definitions of Kac’s chaos. Kac’s chaos has be formulated by Kac, Grunbaum and
Sznitman in several ways that we recall here. Again, Kac’s chaos aims to formalize the intuitive
idea for a family of exchangeable stochastic variables with values in E N to be asymptotically
independent. Using the diagram
N
) ∈ EN
Z N = (Z1N , ..., ZN
l

µN
Z N :=

N
1 X
δ N ∈ P(E)
N i=1 Zi

→ GN := L(Z N ) ∈ Psym (E N )
l
→

ĜN := L(µN
Z N ) ∈ P(P(E)),

Kac’s chaos can be formulated in the two following equivalent ways
⊗j
− GN
as N → ∞, for some (any) fixed j ≥ 2 (j ≥ 1),
j ⇀f
N
− or µZ N ⇒ f as N → ∞ (in law for stochastic variables with values in P(E)),
− and it is known to be implied by GN ∼ f ⊗N asymptotically as N → ∞.

In a more precise (but equivalent) way GN is f -(Kac’s) chaotic if :

⊗j
− W1 (GN
) → 0 as N → ∞, for some (any) fixed j ≥ 2 (j ≥ 1),
j ,f

− or E(W1 (µN
Z N , f )) → 0 as N → ∞,

− and both are implied by W1 (GN , f ⊗N ) → 0 as N → ∞.
5.2. Equivalence between the measures of Kac’s chaos. For GN ∈ P(E N ), we define ĜN ∈
P(P(E)) by
∀ Φ ∈ Cb (P(E))
hĜN , Φi := hGN , πN Φi
and then WW1 as the MKW distance in P(P(E)) associated to the W1 distance in P(E).

Theorem 5.1 ([23]). In E := Rd , the following convergences are equivalent :
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)

⊗j
) → 0 as N → ∞, for any fixed j ≥ 2,
Ωj (GN ; f ) := W1 (GN
j ,f

Ω∞ (GN ; f ) := WW1 (ĜN , δf ) = E(W1 (µN
Z , f )) → 0 as N → ∞,

ΩN (GN ; f ) := W1 (GN , f ⊗N ) → 0 as N → ∞.

More precisely, for any M, k > 1, there exist α, C > 0 such that for any f ∈ P(E), for any
GN ∈ Psym (E N ) such that Mk (GN
1 ), Mk (f ) ≤ M , there holds


1
α1
∀ j, ℓ ∈ {2, ..., N, ∞}
Ωj ≤ C Ωℓ + α2 .
N
Let us emphasize that Theorem 5.1 gives the equivalence of (5.1) and (5.2) in a quantitative
way, and it also establishes the new assertion that (5.1) implies (5.3).
We just give some ideas about the proof.
⊲ On the one hand, taking F N = f ⊗N , GN ∈ Psym (E N ), or equivalently in probabilistic words,
taking Z of law GN and Y of law f ⊗N , we have
N
N
N
N
N
W1 (GN , F N ) = E(W1 (µN
Z , µY )) = WW1 (Ĝ , F̂ ) ≃ WW1 (Ĝ , δf ) + WW1 (F̂ , δf ),

where the first identity is proven thanks to an optimal mass transportation argument and the last
equivalence is nothing but the triangular inequality. That establishes the equivalence between ΩN
and Ω∞ .
⊲ On the other hand, we just have to estimate Ω∞ by Ω2 since the bound of Ω2 by ΩN is
trivial. Using an interpolation argument, we may replace the W1 distance in P(E) by a Hilbert
norm k · kH −s , s > d/2, which enjoys better algebraic properties, and next just develop as usually,
in the following way
C −1 WW1 (ĜN , δf )•

=

•
C −1 E(W1 (µN
Z , f ))

≤

N
⊗2
2
)+
E(kµN
Z − f kH −s ) ≤ Cs W1 (G2 , f

Cs
N
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for some exponent • > 1.
5.3. Chaos by Kac, Boltzmann and Fisher. We carry on the work [8] by Carlen, Carvalho,
Le Roux, Loss and Villani on the entropic (or Boltzmann’s) chaos. Following [8] we may define
the entropic chaos by (2.6).
Next, considering a sequence (GN ) of Psym (E N ) and f ∈ P(E), we say that (GN ) is f -Fisher’s
N
chaotic if GN
1 ⇀ f and I(G ) → I(f ) < ∞, where
Z
1
|∇F |2
I(F ) :=
for F ∈ P(E j ).
j Ej F
Theorem 5.2 ([23]). Consider a sequence (GN ) of Psym (E N ) such that Mk (GN
1 ) is bounded,
k > 2, and f ∈ P(E). In the list of assertions below, each one implies the assertion which follows
(a) (GN ) is f -Fisher’s chaotic;
(b) (GN ) is f -Kac’s chaotic and I(GN ) is bounded;
(c) (GN ) is f -Boltzmann’s chaotic;
(d) (GN ) is f -Kac’s chaotic.

The most unexpected and interesting implication is maybe (b) ⇒ (c). It is a simple consequence
of the HWI inequality
p
H(f2 |ρ) ≤ H(f1 |ρ) + I(f0 |ρ) W2 (f0 , f1 )
of Otto and Villani [35], which is itself a kind of (dimensionless) variant of the wellkonwn (and
mere consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) interpolation inequality
1/2

1/2

kgkL2 ≤ kgkH 1 kgkH −1 .
Indeed, using twice the HWI inequality, we have
q

q
I(F N |γ ⊗N ) + I(GN |γ ⊗N ) W2 (GN , F N )
H(GN |γ ⊗N ) − H(F N |γ ⊗N ) ≤

and (b) ⇒ (c) follows thanks to Theorem 5.1. The implications (a) ⇒ (b) and (c) ⇒ (d) can be
deduced from the lsc property
H(G2 ) ≤ lim inf H(GN ) if GN
2 ⇀ G2
and from the fact that the saturation equalities H(G2 ) = H(f ⊗ f ), H(G1 ) = H(f ) (of a related
convexity inequality) implies G2 = f ⊗ f .
5.4. Functional law of large numbers. There exist many works, for instance by Glivenko,
Cantelli, Talagrand, Rachev-Rüschendorf, Boissard-LeGouic, Barthe-Bordenave, on the functional
law of large numbers, that is on the convergence (or for the more recent works on the proof of a
rate for the convergence) of the empirical measures
µN
ZN ⇒ f

as N → ∞,

when Z N ∼ f ⊗N .
We give an accurate (and sometimes almost optimal) version of the above convergence result
that we also generalize to some situations when we only assume that Z N is f -Kac’s chaotic.
Theorem 5.3 ([33, 23, 13]). Under suitable boundedness assumptions, there holds
(5.4)

α
Ω∞ (GN ; f ) := WW1 (ĜN , δf ) = E(W1 (µN
Z N , f )) ≤ C/N

for
(i) any α < αc ≈ 1/d when GN = f ⊗N ;
(ii) any α < 1/2 when GN = γ N and f = γ = the Gaussian function, as well as
(5.5)

ΩN (γ N ; γ) := W1 (γ N , γ ⊗N ) ≤ C/N 1/2 ;
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(iii) any α < 1/(2 + 2/k) when GN = the “conditioned to the Kac’s spheres of the product
measures f ⊗N ”, f ∈ Pk (R), and a similar result replacing the “Kac’s spheres” by the
“Boltzmann’s spheres”.
Let us make some comments:
⊲ In the case (i) and f has compact support, the estimate (5.4) with α = αc is true, see [3].
⊲ Estimate (5.5) is nothing but an accurate variant to the (sometimes called) “Poincaré’s
Lemma” which is attributed to Mehler 1866 in [8], and has also been considered by many other
authors, among them Poincaré, Borel, Lévy, Sznitman, Diaconis-Freedman.
⊲ Estimate (5.4) in the case (iii) seems to be really new. It is a consequence of Theorem 5.1
together with the following convergence result.
Theorem 5.4 ([23, 13]). For any f ∈ P6 (Rd ) with finite Fisher information, there exists a
sequence (F N ), where F N := [f ⊗N ]BS N ∈ P(BS N ) is the “conditioned to the Boltzmann’s spheres
of the product measures f ⊗N ”, such that
Cℓ
,
N 1/2

•

W1 (FℓN , f ⊗ℓ ) ≤

•

|H(F N |γ N ) − H(f |γ)| ≤

•

I(F N |γ N ) ≤ C.

1 ≤ ℓ ≤ N,
C
,
N 1/2

The proof just follows the one of a similar result (without rate) obtained in [25, 8] for the Kac’s
spheres framework and uses an accurate version (in L∞ norm) of the “local central limit theorem”
firstly established by Berry and Esseen.
5.5. Kac’s, Boltmmann’s and Fisher’s chaos on Kac’s and Boltzmann’s spheres. In a
last step, we establish some links between the different types of chaos on Kac’s and Boltzmann’s
spheres.
Theorem 5.5 ([23, 13]). For any sequence GN ∈ Psym (E N ) and function f ∈ P(E), which fulfill
some additional convenient moments and Fisher information bounds, there hold:
|H(GN |γ N ) − H(f |γ)| ≤ C I(GN |γ N ) Ωj (GN ; f ) +

C
,
Nα

C
.
Nα
The proof of Theorem 5.5 is similar to the one of Theorem 5.2 where however the HWI inequality
is replaced by the following variant proved by Lott and Villani
⊗k
H(GN
) ≤ Ck I(GN |γ N ) Ωj (GN ; f ) +
k |f

|H(GN |γ N ) − H(F N |γ N )| ≤ C (I(GN |γ N ) + I(F N |γ N )) W2 (F N , GN ),

with F N := [f ⊗N ]. On the other hand, we use a result by Carlen-Lieb-Loss and Barthe-CorderoN
N N
Erausquin-Maurey in order to estimate I(f |γ) ≤ lim inf I(GN
1 |γ1 ) ≤ lim inf 2I(G |γ ) and next
N N
we use the bound on |H(F |γ ) − H(f |γ)| established in Theorem 5.4.
6. Conclusion and open problems
6.1. Final step in the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. We briefly explain how to deduce
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and their consequences.
Kac’s Problem 1. By gathering Theorem 4.1 with the first estimate in Theorem 5.4 (in order
to bound the term T3 in the proof of Theorem 4.1), with the last estimate with j = N and ℓ = 2
in Theorem 5.1 (in order to reformulate the LHS term in Theorem 4.1) and some interpolation
arguments (in order to estimate W1 by k · kF ′ ) we obtain the first estimate in Theorems 3.1 and
3.2.
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Kac’s Problem 2. On the one hand, we write
N
W1 (GN
t ,γ ) ≤

N
⊗N
W1 (GN
, γN )
t , ft ) + W1 (ft , γ) + W1 (γ
C
≤ Θ′ (N ) + C e−λt + √
N
as a consequence of Theorem 3.1 or 3.2, of (2.8) and of Poincaré’s lemma (5.5). That gives a good
estimate for N << t. We then optimize that last estimate together with (2.7) which is a good
estimate for N >> t and we conclude to (3.2) and (3.3).

Kac’s Problem 3. For the M model, one can adapt Villani’s result [42] for the Boltzmann
equation to the Kac-Boltzmann equation and obtain ([22, 33]) the uniform estimate on the Fisher
information
N
N N
sup I(GN
t |γ ) ≤ I(G0 |γ ).

(6.6)

t≥0

We then conclude thanks to Theorem 5.5.
For the HS model, the proof is somewhat simpler, and in the same time less accurate. We
classically write
Z t
N N
N N
H(Gt |γ ) +
D(GN
s ) ds = H(G0 |γ )
0

and

H(ft |γ) +

Z

0

t

D(fs ) ds = H(f0 |γ),

for some convenient dissipation of entropy terms D(GN ) and D(f ). For the “conditioned to the
Boltzmann’s spheres” GN
0 initial datum associated to f0 we obtain by using some weak lsc property
for the entropy and dissipation of entropy functional the following series of inequalities
Z t
Z t
o
n
N
N
|γ
)
+
D(G
)
ds
H(ft |γ) +
D(fs ) ds ≤ lim inf H(GN
t
s
0

N →∞

= lim inf
N →∞

0

N
H(GN
0 |γ )

= H(ft |γ) +

Z

= H(f0 |γ)

t

D(fs ) ds,

0

N
which in turns implies H(GN
t |γ ) → H(ft |γ) as N → ∞, for any t ≥ 0.

6.2. Discussion. We just want to emphasize that the proof of the main Theorems 3.1 & 3.2 use
tools from many different domains of mathematics, namely coming from
• functional analysis in increasing and infinite dimension, and more specifically from theoretical
statistics (functional LLN of Glivenko-Cantelli, local central limit theorem of Berry-Esseen, mixtures according to De Finetti, Hewitt & Savage), information theory (entropy of Boltzmann and
Fisher information), optimal transport;
• probability theory (Markov semigroup);
• PDE (accurate stability estimates on the Boltzmann equation);
• geometry (on the Kac’s and Boltzmann’s spheres).
6.3. Open problem:
(1) Improve the rate of convergence for the Hard spheres model by improving the estimate for
a weak distance between two solutions of the Boltzmann equation established in [18].
(2) Obtain similar result for a true Hard potential (with rate) or even for the true soft potential
(without rate to begin with). A first generalization of our method was obtained for the Landau
equation (for Maxwell molecules) by Carrapatoso in [12].
(3) Consider singular models and generalize the propagation of chaos for the vortex model
obtained in [14].
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(4) Generalize the coupling technics used for the asymmetric variant of the Boltzmann-Kac
system in [17] to the Boltzmann-Kac system considered in these notes.
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